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Topic: «Erroneous Accounting and the Efficiency of Industry Investment»

Abstract:
The accounting and finance literature has shown that restatements of previously published financial statements are associated with a significant decrease in the market value of restating firms’ competitors. The present study hypothesizes that competitors experience a decline in their market value because their past investments were affected by the erroneous financial statements of restating firms. Investment decisions based on erroneous information likely are inefficient. The inefficiency of competitors’ past investments is revealed at the restatement announcement, when the errors in the re-stating firms’ financial statements are exposed. Consistent with this hypothesis, the present study documents that competitors experience more negative abnormal returns at the restatement announcement if they made more inefficient investments in the past. Furthermore, when competitors’ past investments were affected to a larger extent by erroneous accounting information, they were more inefficient and competitors’ subsequent market value losses at the restatement announcement are larger.
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